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Abstract—With its agile spectrum management in the
optical layer, the flexible-grid elastic optical network can
become a promising physical infrastructure to efficiently
support the highly dynamic traffic in future datacenter interconnections (DCIs). While the resulting elastic optical
DCIs (EO-DCIs) need to serve requests that not only require
bandwidth resources on fiber links but also require multidimensional IT resources in the DCs, multidimensional resource fragmentation can occur during dynamic network
operations and deteriorate the network performance. To
address this issue, this paper investigates the problem of
joint defragmentation (DF) for the spectrum and IT resources in EO-DCIs. Specifically, we reoptimize the allocations
of multidimensional resources jointly with complexitycontrolled network reconfigurations. For the DF operation,
we first study the request selection process and propose a
joint selection strategy that can perform the spectrum- and
IT-oriented selections adaptively according to the network
status. Then, we formulate a mixed integer linear programming model and design several heuristics to tackle the
problem of network reconfiguration in the joint DF. The
proposed algorithms are evaluated with extensive simulations. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
joint DF algorithms can significantly reduce the blocking
probability in EO-DCIs by consolidating the spectrum
and IT resource usages effectively.
Index Terms—Elastic optical datacenter interconnections
(EO-DCIs); Multi-dimensional resource defragmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ith the fast development of cloud computing, datacenter interconnections (DCIs) that connect geographically distributed datacenters (DCs) together across
a wide-area network (WAN) have been deployed rapidly
on large scales. It is known that the traffic demands in
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DCIs usually have various bandwidth requirements and
their load can change significantly over time [1]. Hence, the
network may exhibit the coexistence of huge peak throughput and high burstiness, which brings new challenges to
the physical layer.
With the tremendous bandwidth in optical fibers, optical
networking provides DCIs a viable infrastructure for carrying traffic cost-effectively [2]. Previously, researchers
have studied the optical DCIs that are based on fixed-grid
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks [3–5].
However, it is known that with the fixed wavelength grids,
these WDM networks may only provide limited flexibility
on bandwidth provisioning in the optical layer [6–8].
Recently, elastic optical networks (EONs) that are enabled
by new optical transmission and switching technologies
have attracted significant attention, as they can provide
super-channel capacity over Tb/s as well as spectrum allocation granularity at 12.5 GHz or less [6,7]. Different from
the fixed-grid WDM networks, EONs operate on flexible
wavelength grids, and hence can achieve agile spectrum
management and provision requests with various bandwidth requirements more efficiently. Therefore, EON has
been considered as a promising physical infrastructure for
supporting future DCIs [9,10]. In [11], Klinkowski and
Walkowiak compared the performance of DCIs that are
based on WDM networks and EONs, and showed the advantages of elastic optical DCIs (EO-DCIs) in terms of spectrum utilization, network scalability, etc.
Note that agile spectrum management with fine spectrum granularity also makes the network control and management (NC&M) in EONs more complex. For instance, as
an EON uses several spectrally contiguous frequency slots
(FSs) to provision the bandwidth requirement of a lightpath request, setting up and tearing down lightpaths frequently can result in spectrum fragmentation [12,13].
Specifically, spectrum fragmentation induces nonaligned,
isolated, and small-sized FS blocks in the optical spectra.
As these FS blocks can hardly be used by future lightpaths,
spectrum fragmentation limits the resource utilization in
EONs and can degrade network performance significantly
[13]. Considering the fact that DCIs have highly dynamic
traffic demands and network operators need to provide
bandwidth on demand, spectrum fragmentation will be
© 2015 Optical Society of America
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inevitable in EO-DCIs. In order to tackle the problem of
spectrum fragmentation, previous studies have proposed
a few defragmentation (DF) schemes that leveraged lightpath reconfiguration to consolidate spectrum usage
[12–16].
On the other hand, the requests in EO-DCIs may not
only need bandwidth resources on fiber links but also
require multidimensional IT resources (e.g., CPU cycles,
memory, and disk storage) in destination DCs [2]. If the
IT resources are not properly allocated among the DCs,
their usages can be unbalanced. Since the IT resources
in each DC are multidimensional, unbalanced usage can
lead to a situation in which the insufficiency of one type
of IT resource makes the whole DC unusable, even though
other types of IT resources are still plentiful. Since this
mimics the issue of spectrum fragmentation, i.e., low utilization due to the fact that the available resources are
not properly aligned in multiple dimensions, we refer to
it as IT resource fragmentation [17]. Apparently, IT resource fragmentation can also degrade the performance
of EO-DCIs significantly, especially for those whose DCs
are relatively small with limited IT resources [18]. Note
that applications such as cloud computing bear an attractive attribute of anycast [19]; i.e., the destination DC of a
request is flexible. Also, the services in one DC can be migrated to another with virtual machine (VM) migrations.
Inspired by the joint spectrum and IT resource allocation
approaches developed for virtual optical network provisioning [10,20,21], we expect that by leveraging the joint
DF that reoptimizes the spectrum usage on fibers and
the IT resource allocations in DCs, one can operate
EO-DCIs in a wiser way [22].
In this work, we investigate the problem of joint DF for
the spectrum and IT resources in EO-DCIs. Specifically, in
order to reduce the blocking probability in an EO-DCI, we
reoptimize the allocations of the multidimensional resources jointly with complexity-controlled network reconfigurations. The network reconfiguration changes not only the
routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) of lightpaths (as
in DF for EONs [16]) but also the IT resource allocations
in the DCs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe
the problem of joint DF for multidimensional resources in
EO-DCIs in Section II. Section III presents the overall procedure of the joint DF, and discusses the request selection
strategy for network reconfiguration. The network reconfiguration is studied in Section IV, in which we formulate
a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model and
propose several heuristic algorithms. We present the performance evaluation in Section V. Finally, Section VI summarizes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first describe the network model that
is used to investigate the joint DF, and then discuss the
problem of multidimensional resource fragmentation in
EO-DCIs.

A. Network Model
We consider the physical topology of the EO-DCI as a
directed graph GV; E, where V and E represent the sets
of nodes and fiber links in the network, respectively.
Certain nodes in V are DCs, each of which carries the
multidimensional IT resources (e.g., CPU cycles, memory,
and disk storage) as
Cv  hcv;1 ; cv;2 ; …; cv;n i;

∀v ∈ V r ;

(1)

where Cv is the IT resource vector of node v, cv;i represents
the ith IT resource that is available in v, n is for the total
number of IT resource types, and V r refers to the set of DC
nodes in the EO-DCI (V r ⊆ V). In the physical layer, each
fiber link e ∈ E carries F FSs as its spectrum resource.
In the EO-DCI, a connection request can be modeled as
Rj sj ; bj ; W j , where j is the unique index of the request, sj ∈
V is the source node, bj is the bandwidth requirement in
FSs, and W j is the IT resource requirement of Rj, which
is also a vector, as
W j  hwj;1 ; wj;2 ; …; wj;n i;

(2)

where wj;i denotes the requirement on the ith IT resource
in the destination DC. Here, we assume that all the requests can be served with anycast, and thus the destination
DC is not specified by the request. It is known that for the
requests in optical DCIs, the requirements on IT resources
generally scale linearly with their bandwidth demands
[23]. But the actual requirements on different types of IT
resources, i.e., hwj;1 ; wj;2 ; …; wj;n i, can vary among the requests. For instance, the authors of [2] surveyed the IT resource requirements of applications in optical DCIs, and
mentioned the existence of CPU- and storage-dominant
requests. Therefore, we assume that the requirements
on bandwidth and IT resources have the following relation:
⃗
W j  ⃗α · bj  ζ;

(3)

where ⃗α and ζ⃗ are two n-dimensional vectors; ⃗α is a constant one that represents the linear relation, while ζ⃗ is a
variable vector that is selected randomly within a range
for each Rj to model the uncertainty in reality.
With the aforementioned network model, the request
provisioning in EO-DCIs requires a procedure that can accomplish two things: 1) determining the destination DC
dj ∈ V r that can supply sufficient IT resources to satisfy
W j , and 2) calculating the RSA result for the lightpath from
sj to dj to allocate enough spectrum resources. For simplicity, we assume that each Rj is served with one DC, and
single-path routing is applied to set up the lightpath
from sj to dj . We also assume that there are no spectrum
converters in the EO-DCI, and all the lightpaths should
be provisioned all-optically end-to-end.
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B. Fragmentation of Multidimensional Resources

where MaxBlockbe  returns the size of the largest available FS block (i.e., a block of spectrally contiguous FSs)
on link e. The SFR can be used to measure the spectrum
fragmentation on fiber links, and a larger ϕe means that
the spectrum fragmentation on e is more severe.

On the fiber links of the EO-DCI, spectrum fragmentation can occur when the lightpaths are set up and torn
down frequently [12,13]. Meanwhile, as the IT resources
in each DC are multidimensional, unbalanced usage can
lead to the fragmentation of IT resources [17]. Moreover,
the mismatch between the availability of spectrum and
IT resources can also cause network performance degradation. Figure 1 shows an intuitive example of the multidimensional resource fragmentation in EO-DCI. On nodes
2 and 5, we have two DCs whose IT resource usage is also
shown. Here, we assume n  3 and consider three types of
IT resources as CPU cycle, memory, and disk storage in
each DC. It can be seen that the memory in node 2 has been
used up, and thus its IT resources are fragmented. Therefore, we cannot route the request from node 1 to node 2,
even though the CPU and storage resources are plentiful
and the spectrum resource on link 1 → 2 is enough. On
the other hand, if we select node 5 as the destination DC,
the spectrum resources on links 1 → 6 and 6 → 5 are also
fragmented such that there are no common available FSs
on them. Hence, the request cannot be routed to node 5
either. Consequently, due to the multidimensional resource
fragmentation, the EO-DCI blocks the request from node 1.
Hence, the joint DF that reoptimizes the allocations of the
spectrum and IT resources in EO-DCIs simultaneously is
desired for better utilization of the network resources.
In order to realize the joint DF, we first need to quantify
the fragmentation of multidimensional resources in an
EO-DCI. Hence, two empirical metrics are defined as below, and their effectiveness will be verified with simulations.
Definition: For a link e ∈ E, we use a bit mask be to indicate the frequency slot (FS) usage on it. Here, if the ith FS
on e is available, be i  0; otherwise, be i  1. Hence,
sumbe  returns the total FS usage on e. We define the
spectrum fragmentation ratio (SFR) on a link e ∈ E
as [24]

e
1 − MaxBlockb
F−sumbe  ; sumbe  < F;
4
ϕe 
0;
sumbe   F;

Fig. 1. Example of fragmentation of multidimensional resources
in an EO-DCI.

Definition: We define the IT resource fragmentation
ratio (ITFR) in a DC v ∈ V r as
pv 

 1
Y
n
cv;i −n
;
cmax
i1 i

v ∈ V r;

(5)

where cv;i represents the ith IT resource that is available in
is for the maximum capacity of the ith IT rev, and cmax
i
source in all the DCs in V r . Basically, pv leverages the geometric mean of all the normalized capacities of the IT
resources in v to obtain the dimensionality reduction of
its IT resource usage. Apparently, if the capacity of one type
of IT resource in v approaches 0, pv would become abnormally large. Hence, ITFR can measure the IT resource fragmentation in v, and a larger pv means that the resources
are more fragmented.

III. JOINT DEFRAGMENTATION
A. Overall Procedure
The joint DF considers the network reconfiguration that
reallocates both the spectrum and IT resources in the
EO-DCI. In order to control the operational cost and complexity, we perform the DF operation periodically, when a
fixed number of requests has expired in the network.
Algorithm 1 Overall Procedure of Joint DF
1 while the EO-DCI is operational do
2 if M requests have been expired then
3
select ρ · jRj in-service requests to reconfigure;
4
for each selected request in descending order of
bandwidth requirement do
5
reconfigure the request;
6
end
7 end
8 end
Algorithm 1 shows the overall procedure of joint DF,
which includes two major steps. The first one is shown
in line 3, which selects a certain portion of the in-service
requests to reconfigure. In order to avoid unnecessary operational complexity and service interruption, we need to
design the request selection strategies that can find the
most “critical” requests to reconfigure. Hence, the joint
DF can be accomplished cost-effectively. Here, R represents the set of in-service requests in the EO-DCI, and ρ ∈
0; 1 is the selection ratio. Since each request uses both optical spectrum and IT resources, the request selection
should consider both. We will discuss the details of the selection process in Subsection III.B. Lines 4–6 illustrate the
second step, and it reconfigures the selected requests by
reoptimizing their resource allocations. Note that here,
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we reconfigure the selected requests one by one in descending order of their bandwidth requirements (as in line 4).
The rationale behind this is that according to Eq. (3), a request’s requirement on IT resources scales approximately
linearly with its bandwidth demand, and reconfiguring a
request that has larger resource requirements first can
usually alleviate the resource fragmentation better. We
will address the methods for reconfiguring the selected requests in Section IV.

B. Request Selection Process
In order to consider the fragmentation of spectrum and
IT resources jointly, we select the requests to reconfigure
from two perspectives, i.e., the spectrum- and IT-oriented
selections. Among the ρ · jRj quota, we determine the ratios of spectrum- and IT-oriented selections based on the
information of blocked requests in the network. SpecifiS
cally, for the kth DF, we use two variables, BIT
k−1 and Bk−1 ,
to record the numbers of requests that have been blocked
due to insufficient IT and spectrum resources since the
k − 1th DF, respectively. Then, the ratio of spectrumoriented selection in the kth DF can be obtained as
δk 

BSk−1
;
 BIT
k−1

BSk−1

(6)

while the ratio of IT-oriented selection is 1 − δk . The
rationale behind this is that if more requests have been
blocked due to insufficient spectrum resources, the spectrum fragmentation is more severe and we should increase
the spectrum-oriented selection ratio to relieve it, and
vice versa.
With the selection ratios determined, we find the inservice requests to reconfigure by conducting spectrumand IT-oriented selections. For the spectrum-oriented
selection, we sort the in-service requests according to their
highest used FS indices (HU-FSIs), and then select ρ · δk ·
jRj requests whose HU-FSIs are the highest. This is because we use the “push to the wall” scheme for spectrum
DF, i.e., trying to consolidate the spectrum usage to the
lower spectral end [16]. The IT-oriented selection finds
the requests such that reconfiguring them can reduce
the ITFRs of their DCs down to the average level. Specifically, we calculate the ITFR of each DC v ∈ V r with Eq. (5),
and obtain the average ITFR of all the DCs as
pavg 

1 X
p :
jV r j v∈V v

Algorithm 2 Request Selection Process
1N0
2 for each in-service request in descending order of HUFSI do
3
mark the request as selected;
4
N  N  1;
5
if N  δk · ρ · jRj then
6
break;
7
end
8 end
9 for each v ∈ V r do
10
calculate pv with Eq. (5);
11 end
12 while N < ρ · jRj do
13
calculate pavg with Eq. (7);
14
for each DC node v ∈ V r that has pv ≥ pavg in
descending order of pv do
cv;i
15
find the ith IT resource for which cmax
is the least;
i
16
select the request that uses the most ith IT resource in v;
17
mark the request as selected;
18
N  N  1;
19
calculate pv for v without the request;
20
if pv < pavg or N  ρ · jRj then
21
break;
22
end
23
end
24 end

IV. NETWORK RECONFIGURATION
After selecting the in-service requests, the joint DF performs the following two things to accomplish the network
reconfiguration: 1) selecting a new destination DC for each
selected request to migrate its VM service, and 2) calculating a new RSA scheme to establish the network connection.
The objective of the network reconfiguration is to reduce
the multidimensional resource fragmentation in the EODCI. Hence, the problem of network reconfiguration essentially becomes how to reprovision the selected requests
with multidimensional resources in a nonempty EO-DCI.

A. MILP Formulation
We first formulate an MILP model to solve the problem
of network reconfiguration.
Notations:

(7)

r

Then, for each DC v ∈ V r in descending order of pv, we
select the requests that are causing IT resource fragmentation in it and reconfigure them to some other DCs until
its new ITFR satisfies pv ≤ pavg . If the number of the selected requests is less than 1 − δk  · ρ · jRj, we repeat
these operations until enough requests are selected.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the detailed procedure of the request selection process.

•
•
•
•
•

GV; E: Physical topology of the EO-DCI.
V r : Set of DC nodes in the network.
Rs : Set of selected requests for reconfiguration.
Rj sj ; bj ; W j : A selected request, Rj ∈ Rs .
V r;j : Set of feasible destination DCs for the selected
request Rj ∈ Rs .
• cv;i : Available ith IT resource in v ∈ V r .
: Maximum capacity of the ith IT resource in all the
• cmax
i
DCs in V r .
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• n: Number of IT resource types.
• F: Number of FSs on each link e ∈ E.
• Pu;v : Set of K shortest routing paths from u to v, where
u; v ∈ V and jPu;v j  K.
• Gp;j : Set of available FS blocks for Rj on a path p, where
p ∈ Psj ;v ; v ∈ V r . Here, each FS block contains bj FSs.
• Lv;j : Set of feasible RSA solutions for Rj when using destination DC v. Each element l ∈ Lv;j is a tuple p; g for a
path p ∈ Psj ;v and an available FS block g ∈ Gp;j .
• Lj : Set of feasible RSA solutions for Rj, Lj  ⋃v∈V r Lv; j .
• z~ e;f : Boolean that equals 1 if the f th FS on link e ∈ E is
occupied in the network, and 0 otherwise.

demands, a smaller f max means that the spectrum allocations are organized in a more compact manner. The
second term quantifies the balancing of the IT resource usage in each DC, while the last one is about the balancing of
the IT resource usage among all DCs. As unbalanced IT resource usage leads to fragmentation, smaller values from
the last two terms suggest that the IT resources are less
fragmented.
Constraints:
1) Destination selection constraints:
X

xv;j  1;

∀Rj ∈ Rs :

(11)

v∈V r;j

Variables:
• f max : Integer variable that indicates the HU-FSI in the
network.
• cav;i : Nonnegative variable that indicates the available ith
IT resource in v ∈ V r after reconfiguration.
• μmax
: Nonnegative variable that indicates the maximum
v
available ratio of one type of IT resource in v ∈ V r .
• μmin
v : Nonnegative variable that indicates the minimum
available ratio of one type of IT resource in v ∈ V r .
• μmax
: Nonnegative variable that indicates the maximum
i
available ratio of the ith IT resource among all DCs.
• μmin
: Nonnegative variable that indicates the minimum
i
available ratio of the ith IT resource among all DCs.
• xv;j : Boolean variable that equals 1 if request Rj chooses v
as its destination DC, and 0 otherwise.
• yl;j : Boolean variable that equals 1 if request Rj uses RSA
solution l, and 0 otherwise.
• ze;f : Boolean variable that equals 1 if the f th FS on link e
is used, and 0 otherwise.
• zf : Boolean variable that equals 1 if the f th FS is used on
any link in the network, and 0 otherwise.
Objective:

Equation (11) ensures that each request Rj has to be
served to avoid service disruption after the reconfiguration.
2) Spectrum assignment constraints:
X

yl; j  xv; j ;

∀ Rj ∈ Rs ;

∀ v ∈ V r; j :

(12)

l∈Lv;j

Equation (12) ensures that each request uses one and
only one RSA:
XX

yl;j ≤ ze;f  z~ e;f ; l  p; g;

∀e ∈ p;

∀f ∈ g; (13)

Rj l∈Lj

XX

yl;j ≥ ze;f ; l  p; g;

∀e ∈ p;

∀f ∈ g;

(14)

Rj l∈Lj

ze;f  z~ e;f ≤ 1;

∀e ∈ E;

∀f ∈ F:

(15)

Equations (13)–(15) ensure that the new RSA selections
for all the requests satisfy the spectrum nonoverlapping
constraint.
3) IT resource assignment constraints:

The objective is to minimize HU-FSI and balance the
usage of IT resources in the EO-DCI. We define two metrics
to describe the IT resource availability in the network as
follows:
η1 

X

μmax
− μmin
v
v ;

(8)

X
wj;i · xv;j ≤ cv;i ;

η2 

cav;i  cv;i −
μmax
− μmin
:
i
i

(16)

X
wj;i · xv;j ;

∀ v ∈ V r;j ;

∀ i ∈ 1; n:

(17)

Rj

(9)
Equation (17) calculates the available IT resource in a
DC after the reconfiguration.

i1

Then, the optimization objective can be formulated as

 max
f
 β · η1  γ · η2 ;
Minimize
F

∀i ∈ 1; n:

Equation (16) ensures that the assigned IT resource will
not exceed the available capacity in one DC:

v∈V r
n
X

∀v ∈ V r;j ;

Rj

10

where β and γ are the constants to normalize the terms
according to their importance. The first item is about the
HU-FSI in the network, which reflects the spectrum fragmentation. Basically, for the same amount of bandwidth

4) Other constraints:
zf ≥ ze;f  z~ e;f ;

∀ e ∈ E;

∀ f ∈ F.

(18)

Equation (18) ensures that the FS usage on a link is
correctly recorded:
f max ≥ f · zf ;

∀ f ∈ F:

(19)
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μmax
≥
v

cav;i
;
cmax
i

∀ v ∈ V r;

∀ i ∈ 1; n;

(20)

candidate from sj to v when calculating qsj ;v;k , since the path
that has the smallest hop count consumes the fewest FSs in
total:

μmin
≤
v

cav;i
;
cmax
i

∀ v ∈ V r;

∀ i ∈ 1; n;

(21)

qsj ;v;k  hopspksj ;v ;

μmax
≥
i

cav;i
;
cmax
i

∀ i ∈ 1; n;

∀ v ∈ V r;

(22)

where hops· returns the hop count of a path. Then, with
Eqs. (24) and (25), SP-ITFRA reconfigures the request to
use the DC that has low ITFR and the path that is short.

μmin
≤
i

cav;i
;
cmax
i

∀ i ∈ 1; n;

∀ v ∈ V r:

(23)

2) Fragmentation-, Misalignment-, and ITFR-Aware
Algorithm: Previously in [16,25], we have demonstrated
that by using the fragmentation- and misalignment-aware
RSA, the blocking probability in an EON can be effectively
reduced. Hence, we leverage the work in [25] to calculate
qsj ;v;k ,

Equations (19)–(23) ensure that the corresponding variables are obtained correctly.

(25)

B. Heuristics for Network Reconfiguration
qsj ;v;k  costpksj ;v ;
The MILP model can obtain the optimal reconfiguration
scheme based on the network status, but due to its high computational complexity, it can only be applied to small-scale
problems. Hence, in this subsection, we propose several
time-efficient heuristics for network reconfiguration.
Definition: For a selected request Rj sj ; bj ; W j , we define the joint reconfiguration metric (JRM) to measure
the cost of selecting v ∈ V r;j as the new destination DC and
using the kth path candidate from sj to v as the new routing
path:
1

hsj ;v;k  pv · qsj ;v;k 2 ;

(24)

where pv is the ITFR of the DC and can be calculated with
Eq. (5), and qsj ;v;k is used to measure the cost of using the
kth path candidate. hsj ;v;k is the geometric mean of pv and
qsj ;v;k . The methods for calculating qsj ;v;k are discussed
below.
Algorithm 3 shows the proposed overall procedure for reconfiguring a selected request Rj sj ; bj ; W j  with the help of
the JRM. Note that for Line 4, we consider several methods
for calculating qsj ;v;k , each of which corresponds to a
heuristic.
Algorithm 3 Request Reconfiguration Based on JRM
1 for each v ∈ V r;j do
2
calculate ITFR pv with Eq. (5);
3
for each k ∈ 1; K do
4
calculate qsj ;v;k for the kth path candidate from sj
to v;
5
calculate JRM hsj ;v;k with Eq. (24);
6
end
7 end
8 find the DC-path pair that has the minimum JRM;
9 select the DC-path pair;
10 reconfigure Rj to the DC-path pair;
1) Shortest-Path and ITFR-Aware Algorithm: We first
consider a shortest-path and ITFR-aware algorithm
(SP-ITFRA). It only considers the hop count of the kth path

(26)

where cost· returns the RSA cost of a path as defined in
[25]. Then, we have a fragmentation-, misalignment-, and
ITFR-aware algorithm (FMA-ITFRA) that tries to minimize the fragmentation of spectrum and IT resources
simultaneously.
3) Spectrum-Usage- and ITFR-Aware Algorithm: For the
spectrum-usage- and ITFR-aware algorithm (SUA-ITFRA)
algorithm, we calculate qsj ;v;k as
qsj ;v;k 

FSIk
· hopspksj ;v ;
F − sumbpk 

(27)

where bpk is the bit mask to indicate the FS usage on the
kth path candidate pksj ;v , and FSIk is the starting index of
the assigned FS block if the request Rj uses path pksj ;v . Here,
if the ith FS on pksj ;v is available, bpk i  0; otherwise,
bpk i  1. Hence, sumbpk  returns the total FS usage on
pksj ;v before serving Rj . The rationale behind Eq. (27) is that
we try to select the shortest path that is the least occupied.
Basically, if path pksj ;v provides a relatively large FSIk and
its FS usage is high, we think that it is crowded and not
suitable for defragmentation. Figure 2 shows several examples for calculating qsj ;v;k in SUA-ITFRA. We assume that
Rj needs two FSs and there are three path candidates for it.

Fig. 2. Examples for calculating qsj ;v;k in SUA-ITFRA.
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V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we use numerical simulations to evaluate
the performance of the proposed joint DF algorithms for
EO-DCIs. For a request Rj sj ; bj ; W j , the bandwidth requirement bj is uniformly distributed within [1, 8] FSs,
while the IT resource requirement W j is determined with
Eq. (3). Here, we consider three types of IT resources in each
DC v ∈ V r, i.e., CPU cycles, memory, and disk storage. When
obtaining the actual requirements regarding CPU, memory,
and storage, we change ⃗α and ζ⃗ in Eq. (3) to randomly generate CPU-dominant, memory-dominant, and storagedominant requests. The details of simulation parameters
are listed in Table I. Note that the initial capacities of each
DC on the IT resources are randomly chosen, but we make
the average values proportional to the spectrum capacity on
each fiber link based on Eq. (3). This is because if the available spectrum and IT resources are not proportional, we
may not need to perform the joint DF. For instance, if the
IT resources in DCs are plentiful and will not be used up
even when the spectrum resources are all occupied, we do
not need to worry about IT resource fragmentation in the
EO-DCI. Similar to those in previous studies on optical
DCIs [4,23,26,27], we generate the requests according to
the Poisson traffic model and quantify the traffic load in
Erlangs.
In each dynamic simulation, we process 20,000 dynamic
requests, and a joint DF operation is triggered when a fixed
number of requests has expired in the network. Here, we
use the trigger ratio (TR) to model the frequency of the joint
DF operations. For example, a TR as 1% means that we invoke a joint DF every time 200 requests have expired in the
network. The DF selection ratio is normally set as ρ  0.3,
and we also simulate different values for ρ. For the EO-DCI,
we assume that all the nodes are DC nodes, i.e., V r  V.

A. Performance Evaluation in a Small-Scale
Network
We first run simulations in a small-scale network that has
a random topology with eight nodes and 14 links [as shown
in Fig. 3(a)], which is generated by the GT-ITM tool [28]. We
assume that there are 100 FSs on each fiber link and the
initial capacity of each DC on one type of IT resource is uniformly distributed within [80, 480] units. Other simulation
parameters are explained in Table I. We simulate the scenarios with and without DF. For the scenario with DF, we
compare the performance of MILP, SP-ITFRA, FMAITFRA, and SUA-ITFRA. We also design several benchmark algorithms to investigate the effectiveness of joint
DF. For instance, if we only perform DF on the IT resources,
the spectrum-oriented selection ratio will be set as δk  0
and the JRM in Eq. (24) is modified to hsj ;v;k  pv . After these
modifications, we can still use the procedure of joint DF discussed in Subsection IV.B, and the corresponding benchmark algorithm is named as IT-DF. Similarly, if we only
perform DF on the spectrum resources, the spectrumoriented selection ratio will be set as δk  1, and the JRM

Fig. 3. Network topologies used in simulations.

in Eq. (24) is modified to hsj ;v;k  qsj ;v;k . Then, the corresponding benchmark algorithms are named SP-S-DF,
FMA-S-DF, and SUA-S-DF, respectively.
In the simulations with the small-scale network, we
generate requests with the traffic load at 40 Erlangs and
invoke the DF operations with a TR of 1% and ρ  0.3.
Due to the complexity of the MILP, we take the results from
eight DF operations and average them to get those shown
in Table II. Here, we use three metrics to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, i.e., the maximum used FS index in the network (MSI), the SFR defined in Eq. (4), and
the ITFR defined in Eq. (5). For each metric, we show both
the maximum and average values. First of all, we can see
that compared with the one without DF, all the DF algorithms can reduce some or all of the three metrics, which
verifies the effectiveness of DF. IT-DF achieves the largest
reduction on ITFR, but shows almost no improvement on
MSI and SFR. This is because IT-DF only focuses on reducing the IT resource fragmentation. On the other hand, the
DF algorithms that only perform spectrum DF, i.e., SP-SDF, FMA-S-DF, and SUA-S-DF, can reduce MSI and SFR
significantly but cannot reduce ITFR effectively.
The joint DF algorithms can reduce all three metrics simultaneously. Clearly, there is a tradeoff among the three
metrics, and this is the reason SP-ITFRA, FMA-ITFRA,
SUA-ITFRA, and MILP have different improvements on
them. Among the four joint DF algorithms, the MILP does
not provide the best results on any metrics, but it achieves
the best tradeoff among the maximum MSI, maximum
SFR, maximum ITFR, and average ITFR. However, it is interesting to notice that the MILP cannot reduce the average MSI and SFR effectively. This is because the objective
of MILP cannot guarantee so. For instance, a request may
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Topology
F, FSs on each link
cv;i , IT resource in a DC
bj , requested bandwidth
W j , requested IT

Small-Scale Network

Large-Scale Network

8 nodes, 14 links
100
[80, 480] units

20 nodes, 37 links
200
[160, 960] units

[1, 8] FSs
ζ⃗  hζ1 ; ζ2 ; ζ3 i; ζi ∈ 1; 10 units
CPU-dominant: ⃗α  h4; 0.5; 0.5i
Memory-dominant: ⃗α  h0.5; 4; 0.5i
Storage-dominant: ⃗α  h0.5; 0.5; 4i

choose the path that has more hop counts when two feasible ones result in the same maximum MSI in the network, and this can potentially increase the values of
average MSI and SFR.

B. Performance Evaluation in a Large-Scale
Network
We now evaluate the joint DF algorithms with dynamic
network operations that use a large-scale topology.
Figure 3(b) shows the topology, which has 20 nodes and
37 links and is still randomly generated by the GT-ITM
tool. This time, we have 200 FSs on each fiber link, and
the initial capacity of each DC on one type of IT resource
is uniformly distributed within [160, 960] units.
1) Spectrum and IT Resource Fragmentation: First, we
observe the changes of certain metrics that are related to
spectrum and IT resource fragmentation (i.e., average MSI,
SFR, and ITFR in the EO-DCI) in one simulation. Specifically, we fix the traffic load at 300 Erlangs, run the simulation with dynamic requests, and plot the changes of these
metrics over the simulation time. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we
observe that SUA-S-DF and SUA-ITFRA provide smaller
results on average MSI and SFR than IT-DF. This is because SUA-S-DF and SUA-ITFRA consider spectrum DF
and can reduce spectrum fragmentation in the EO-DCI.
Meanwhile, in Fig. 4(c), the results on average ITFR from
IT-DF are the smallest, which verifies the effectiveness of
IT-DF in relieving IT fragmentation. Moreover, Fig. 4(c)
also indicates that the average ITFR from SUA-ITFRA
is generally smaller than that from SUA-S-DF, and this
confirms that SUA-ITFRA achieves joint DF of spectrum
and IT resources.

RESULTS

Maximum MSI
Average MSI
Maximum SFR
Average SFR
Maximum ITFR
Average ITFR

FROM

2) Blocking Probability: Figure 5 shows the simulation
results on blocking probability. Figures 5(a)–5(c) compare
the results from without DF, with IT DF only, with spectrum DF only, and with joint DF. In each figure, we consider
one routing scheme for the scenarios with spectrum DF
only and joint DF. With these three figures, we can see that
compared with the scenario without DF, those with DF reduce the blocking probability.
When there is IT DF only (i.e., IT-DF), the improvement
in blocking performance is the smallest, which suggests
that we cannot only address IT resource fragmentation in
the EO-DCI. Basically, Since IT-DF only addresses IT resource fragmentation, it cannot make better use of the spectrum resources. The small improvement in blocking
performance can also be expected from the fragmentation
results in Table II and Fig. 4. On the other hand, if we only
apply the spectrum DF (i.e., SP-S-DF, FMA-S-DF, and
SUA-S-DF), the curves in Figs. 5(a)–5(c) show that the improvement in blocking performance is larger, which suggests that spectrum fragmentation is the major factor in
limiting the EO-DCI’s blocking performance. As expected,
the proposed joint DF algorithms (i.e., SP-ITFRA, FMAITFRA, and SUA-ITFRA) provide the best blocking performance in each figure since they alleviate the fragmentation
on multidimensional resources simultaneously. Basically,
the joint DF considers both spectrum and IT resource fragmentation and tries to reduce them in an adaptive manner,
and thus it can use the multidimensional resources in the
EO-DCI to accommodate the most requests.
To compare the performance of the joint DF algorithms,
Fig. 5(d) plots their results on blocking probability together.
We observe that their performance is similar, but FMAITFRA performs slightly better than SP-ITFRA and SUAITFRA. Basically, since FMA-ITFRA addresses spectrum
fragmentation the best in routing path selection, it can

TABLE II
SIMULATIONS WITH THE SMALL-SCALE NETWORK (40 ERLANGS)

Without DF

IT-DF

SP-S-DF

FMA-S-DF

SUA-S-DF

SP-ITFRA

FMA-ITFRA

SUA-ITFRA

MILP

42.13
17.07
0.59
0.18
7.67
3.20

42.13
16.33
0.55
0.16
3.74
2.40

28.88
8.81
0.26
0.05
10.40
3.64

20.75
8.73
0.24
0.05
6.75
3.10

20.50
9.09
0.23
0.04
6.98
3.11

28.63
10.28
0.35
0.07
4.78
2.63

24.63
10.18
0.32
0.07
4.89
2.67

23.63
10.22
0.31
0.05
5.68
2.88

23.88
15.98
0.40
0.17
4.86
2.67
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Fig. 4. Results on spectrum and IT resource fragmentation over simulation time (300 Erlangs).

handle spectrum DF most effectively and hence achieves
the best blocking performance. SUA-ITFRA also considers
spectrum fragmentation in routing path selection, and thus
its blocking performance is better than that of SP-ITFRA,
except for the low traffic load cases (≤250 Erlangs). This
is because for low traffic load cases, the SUA-based routing
scheme cannot address spectrum fragmentation as precisely as the FMA-based one. Finally, we can conclude that

even though its impact is small, the routing scheme does
affect the performance of joint DF.
3) Impact of DF Selection Ratio and Trigger Ratio: In
order to investigate the impact of the DF selection ratio
ρ, we simulate SUA-ITFRA with ρ changing from 0.1 to
0.9. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the simulation results when
TR is 1% and 2%, respectively. Basically, a larger ρ means
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Or in other words, when we have TR  2%, each DF operation is invoked too late when the damage from resource
fragmentation (i.e., request blocking) has already been
there and can be reduced less.
Meanwhile, we should notice that when we select more
in-service requests to reconfigure with a larger ρ and/or
trigger the DF operations more frequently with a smaller
TR, the operational complexity also increases. Therefore, in
practical network operations, we should carefully consider
the tradeoff between the performance improvement and
operational complexity when determining the joint DF’s
parameters.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of joint DF for the
spectrum and IT resources in EO-DCIs. Specifically, in order to reduce the blocking probability in an EO-DCI, we
reoptimized the allocations of the multidimensional resources jointly with complexity-controlled network reconfigurations. For each DF operation, we first investigated the
request selection process and proposed a joint selection
strategy that can perform the spectrum- and IT-oriented
selections adaptively according to the actual network status. Then, we formulated an MILP model and designed
several heuristics to tackle the problem of network reconfiguration in the joint DF. Simulation results showed that
the proposed joint DF algorithms can significantly reduce
the blocking probability in EO-DCIs by consolidating the
spectrum and IT resource usage effectively.
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